
Augumenta SmartPanel Powers Gesture-based Machine Control

Augmented reality is a new way to work with information and physical objects. And as with past 
innovations in computing, a new interaction paradigm is the key to unlock AR productivity. 

The Augumenta SmartPanel is a groundbreaking interaction tool that can be used to equip any 
machine with an intelligent, flexible and secure gesture control interface. In a medical facility, 
a mechanic’s workbench, factory floor or anywhere else you can imagine, the easy to setup 
Augumenta SmartPanel puts augmented reality to work with an unprecedented level of flexibility 
and security.

With the Augumenta SmartPanel, users with smartglasses and authorized access see information 
and use hand gestures to operate machine controls on a panel that appears as a blank surface to 
other people. With gesture-based access to data and machine control settings, the Augumenta 
SmartPanel creates a new use case for Augmented Reality technology – natural, intuitive and 
precise operation of complex machines and everyday objects.

Augumenta SmartPanel in Business and Consumer Applications

In-flight entertainment ATMs Advertising Logistics

The panel can be placed on any flat surface to create AR user interfaces for smart glass users.
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Benefits over Traditional Control Panels

Lower TCO

Augmented panels don’t wear out over time, 
and don’t need regular maintenance. This 
leads to lower total cost of ownership, with 
less required maintenance and no control or 
display component replacements needed.

Secure

Users cannot be spied upon when operating.
Smart glasses and software with secure 
network connection required to view data and 
access controls.

See What You Need
With the SmartPanel display, smartglass-equipped personnel see personalized data or control information 
displayed on a screen that can measure from passport-size for small machines up to building-size for large 
public or advertising events. Each panel has a unique ID that is automatically recognized. Authorized users 
see the precise interface needed for the job they have to do and interact with what they see using simple 
hand-gestures.

Customizable

Custom panel setups for different user groups; 
give machine operators a streamlined view 
of key functions and maintenance teams a 
comprehensive panel with access to machine 
setup parameters.

Configurable

Panels can be reconfigured and updated 
easily during machine lifecycles. Adding new 
features or changing panel layouts can be 
done with simple software.

Augumenta: Amplify Life
The Augumenta SmartPanel is built on the Augumenta Interaction Platform SDK. Based on nearly two 
decades of research and experience in computer vision, user interface design and mobile technology, this 
powerful toolkit unlocks the power of Augmented Reality applications used with camera-equipped smart-
glasses. The patented technology is device-agnostic and supports development on Android Java, C/C++ 
and Unity3D.
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